by Kathy Rich

I

t’s been a great summer for Sierra trips this year!
There’s been some weather interfering with our plans,
but the rains greened up the meadows and brought out the
wildflowers. On July 25th, we had a list finish celebration
for Daryn Dodge on Cirque Peak, with a party in Independence afterward (thanks to Corinne and Bill Livingston).
About 25 climbers, many of whom were from the Bay
area, were in attendance (see summit photo on the SPS
website). Corinne is hoping to finish the list sometime
next year….
A new list finish idea became a reality with the amazing accomplishment of Matthew Holliman, who on August 7th finished climbing all the peaks on the SPS list as
day hikes. Matthew has been an active participant in the
annual week-long Sierra Challenge, initiated in 2001 by
Bob Burd (see article in this issue). Bob hopes to finish
day hiking the SPS list himself next year.
We’d like to welcome new members Marlen Mertz, Lori
Williams, Louise Wholey, Donna Elliot and Neil Jenkins.
Eric Schumacher renewed his subscription to the Echo. I
would like to suggest that leaders of our trips approach
and encourage any trip participants that are not already
SPS members to send in their membership application
and Echo subscription as soon as they become qualified.
Thanks to Greg Mason (Outreach /5th member), a new
email distribution list for sending out the electronic version of the Echo has been set up using Google Apps. It
was becoming increasingly important to relieve our hardworking Editor of the Echo, Sara Danta, of this task. If
you requested a paper copy of the Echo, you will still receive one in the mail as usual. Please don’t be alarmed if
you receive an electronic Echo as well. Also thanks to our
webmaster Larry Hoak, for solving the List Serve problem and for adding new material and keeping the website
up to date.
From conversations with a number of currently active
SPS climbers, there is interest in revitalizing the Mountaineer’s List. According to the SPS website, no updates



have been made since March, 2006. As permit sizes restrict the number of participants on trips, there may be
less need than in the past for such a list. However, leaders can still benefit from assurance as to the competency
of their trip applicants, plus it would provide incentives
for the current batch of strong young climbers to extend
their experience and skills in mountaineering.
If you haven’t been already, I’d recommend a visit to
the Eastern Sierra Museum in Independence. There are
a number of interesting exhibits, including the special
exhibit honoring Norman Clyde. The exhibit tells of
Norman’s life and times in the Sierra, which included
many first ascents of the peaks we all strive to climb.
Many of the materials were assembled through the efforts of Bill Oliver, our SPS historian. Bill also gave a
presentation locally at Glen Dawson’s retirement home
in Pasadena that was very well attended. Glen is one of
the original Sierra peaks climbers and is now 97 years
old. Glen answered questions and chatted with the audience afterward.

P

lease make a note on your calendars that the SPS
Banquet will take place on Saturday, January 30th at
Taix Restaurant. Paul Garry, an active local SPS climber
who’s also involved in WTC, will be the featured speaker. Paul will tell us about his climb last year of Cho Oyu,
an 8000 meter peak in the Himalayas.
The next MC meeting will most likely be held in November. All are welcome! Please contact me with any
comments or suggestions you might have at: KathrynARich@gmail.com.
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Management Committee
Meeting Minutes
SIERRA PEAKS SECTION
Management Committee Meeting Minutes
Held Tuesday, May 19, 2009 at the home of Dan Richter

meetup.com to the SPS outings page
would be fine, but more information
about the idea would be needed for
additional board action.

The meeting was called to order at 19:30.

In attendance were: Kathy Rich (Chairperson),
Henry Arnebold (Treasurer) Doug
Owens (Secretary), Greg Mason (Fifth
Officer), and Dan Richter.
1.1

The minutes of the previous minutes
were presented and approved.

1.2

Kathy announced that the LTC has
decided that M-level leader candidates
do not necessarily need to be evaluated
by an assistant leader who has had
an M or E rating for at least 2 years.
Evaluators with sufficient experience
who have attained their rating less
than 2 years ago may be proposed to
the LTC.

The next Echo newsletter deadline is 22 May,
2009.
2.1

The board voted to approve a list of
trips submitted by Barbee and Larry
Tidball.

2.2

Approved a motion authorizing Patty
Kline to make a reservation for the
next SPS banquet for 30 January, 2010
and to ask Paul Garry if he would like
to give a presentation at the banquet.

2.3

Kathy said that Marlen Mertz suggested
using meetup.com to promote SPS
outings. The board agreed that a link on
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2.4

The board discussed an idea from
Virgil Popescu that the SPS start
a newsletter exchange with the
American Alpine Club. It was agreed
that this was an excellent idea.

3.1

Kathy reported that Virgil Popsecu told
her that the Angeles Chapter approved
the most recently proposed SPS bylaw revisions. The board discussed
the current by-law requirement of a
2/3 vote by the membership to approve
such a change. The board thought that
such a vote would be submitted with
the SPS Banquet reservation forms
and therefore tabled this item for the
next meeting in August.

The meeting adjourned at 20:23

Meeting information
The SPS Management Committee will
hold meetings every quarter at a location
to be determined. Please contact SPS
Chair Kathy Rich at kathrynarich@gmail.
com for meeting times, date and place.
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The Sierra Peaks Section maintains a website at
http://angeles.sierraclub.org/sps.
fROM THE EDITOR

T

he Sierra Echo is a quarterly publication of the Sierra Peaks Section of the Sierra Club’s Angeles
Chapter. For more information, see the back of this newsletter. All questions, copy and photo submissions should be directed to Sara Danta, Editor, The Sierra Echo, preferably via email at s_wyrens@yahoo.com. Mailing address is 9741 Reseda Blvd., Unit 46, Northridge, CA 91324. The Echo
will also be available as a PDF download at the SPS website and via a link to all SPS members opting
for this method.

SPS List Serve
You can find the information you need as a subscriber by checking out our
listserv support site. Go to this address to enroll for the SPS E-mail list
service: http://angeles.sierraclub.org/sps/listserver.htm.
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Checking Account
Income

Expenditures

Echo----------------------------655.00
Echo Add-------------------------5.00
Peak List--------------------------1.00
$661.00

Printing--------------------207.87
Postage----------------------13.75
$221.62

Balance on 3/31/2009------3,719.94
Income-------------------------661.00
$4380.94
Expenditures------------------221.62
$4,159.32

Savings Account
Balance on 3/31/2009-----4,960.23
April interest--------------------2.04
May interest---------------------2.11
June interest---------------------2.04
$4,966.42
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Durango resident Maynard
Grant Brandsma died Monday, July 20, 2009 of cardiac
complications on Long’s Peak
(elevation 14,255 ft.) in Rocky
Mountain National Park. He
and his daughter Natalie were
approximately 200 feet from
the summit. He had never
before had an indication of
heart-related problems. Maynard was sixty-one.

Natalie took this picture
about an hour before Maynard died. Maynard had told
Cheryle (his wife), that when
he died he wanted to be in
the mountains, he wanted to
be healthy, and he wanted it
to be sudden. He got his last
wishes.
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June 12–October 4, 2009
This great exhibit now at the Autry Museum (next to the Griffith Park Zoo): It includes
early Sierra Club Rock Climbing Section climbs in the Valley. Lots of terrific videos
too. Glen Dawson’s voice is heard around “the campfire ring.”
http://www.autrynationalcenter.org/granitefrontiers/

Bill Oliver and legendary mountaineer Glen
Dawson with Norman
Clyde, at the Eastern
California Museum in
Independence.

Below are links to two photo galleries for Bill Oliver’s (with Glen
Dawson) recent presentations “Norman Clyde - Climbing & Guiding with the Sierra Club”.
At ECM: http://gnarlybill.smugmug.com/gallery/9024901_yU56Z#603583299_P5PSi
At Pasadena: http://gnarlybill.smugmug.com/gallery/9030104_ABg35#603585586_5CkKr
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Submitted by Rick Jali
I have a box of Past Echos, dating from Volume 6, #5 (October 1962) to the present. There are some of the
early issues missing. Before I send them all to the recycling bin, I would like to ask you if you have any use
for them, possibly as an aditional “library” someplace for local reference by SPS’ers who do not have this
reference at present.
I will give you the box (about 17’ by 9’ by 8), but do not want to pay shipping on it. The best arrangement
would probably be to have some SPS’ers pick it up when they are up here on a trip to the Sierra. I live in
Mammoth Lakes full time and could provide directions to my place. Please let me know if there is interest
in this.
Sierraly, Rick Jali - rikko@qnet.com

Submitted by Joe Wankum:
The USGS and the US Forest Service have recently (2008) published an atlas of topo maps
covering most of the Sierra. I believe it is selling for $36 (before tax) and contains around
117 of the 7-1/2’ maps, reduced to fit on 8-1/2 x 11 paper. The map scale is 1:63,360 (or 1
inch = 1 mile) (which I believe is the same as the Alaska maps). A dozen of the maps have a
contour interval of 60’; several dozen have 100’; the rest are 80’.
The result is a series of maps that cover the same land area as the 7-1/2’ maps (1/4 of an
older 15’ map) but are otherwise similar to the older 15’ maps. If you tape four of the new
maps together, you end up with something that is comparable to a 15’ map.
Similar atlases of the Angeles National Forest and the San Bernardino National Forests
were published several years ago.
The USGS has now changed from 30’ to 15’ to 6’ (1:24,000) to 7-1/2’ (1:24,000) to 7-1/2
(1:63,350). What next?

FOR SALE
A set of Sierra Club Bulletins: 1907, 1909, 1910, 1914, 1923, and 1927-1950 complete
less 1934 and 1948. Lots of Ansel Adams and first ascents. 27, all in nice condition.
$200
.
Hardbound set of the first Bulletins, 1893-1905. In five volumes published by the Sierra Club in 1950, with a new preface by David Brower. Like new, $250.
Jon Inskeep (818) 790-5461 or inskeepsjs@yahoo.com
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O

n Saturday morning, July 25th, about 25 eager climbers assembled at the Cottonwood Pass trailhead to
accompany Daryn Dodge (from Davis, CA) for a celebratory hike to Cirque Peak. After many years of effort,
Daryn had only this one last peak left to climb on the SPS
list (which comprises 248 in all). Daypacks brimmed with
champagne, cookies, fruit and other goodies for a traditional SPS list finish party on the summit.
Congratulations, Daryn!

Article on Daryn’s accomplishment next issue!

PAUL GARRY, accomplished international mountaineer and SPS member, will give a presentation of his
climb of Cho Oyu, summiting
in October of 2008 from the
east (China Side). This is the sixth highest peak in the world at 26,
906’. See banquet flyer next issue and as always, on our website.

by Harry Langenbacher
Before you climb a peak, please check out my web page at http://summitregister.org or Steve Eckert’s at http://climber.org/data/SierraPeaks/
RegisterNeeds.html.
The Sierra Echo



Leadership Training Committee
2009/10 Schedule of Activities

Leadership Training Program Seminar
Oct 3			
April (TBD)		

Fall LTC Seminar					
Spring LTC Seminar					

Steve Botan
Steve Botan

Wilderness First Aid http://wildernessfirstaidcourse.org
		
Oct 30-Nov 1 Wilderness First Aid Course, Harwood Lodge

S. Schuster

Navigation Practices and Checkouts
Sept 27
Oct 10		
Oct 18		
Nov 14-15
Dec 5		
Dec 13		
Jan 9-10
Apr 17-18
		

I/M/E Grinnell Ridge Navigation				
Beginning Navigation Clinic					
I/M, Indian Cove, Joshua Tree				
I/M Indian Cove, Joshua Tree 				
Mt. Lowe Beginning Navigation Clinic			
I/M/E Warren Pt Navigation					
I/M/E Warren Pt Navigation 					
I’M Indian Cove Navigation					

Sept 30
Oct 3		
Oct 10		
Oct 17-18
Nov 21		

M/E R - Advanced Mountaneering Program 1st of 4
M/E R - Advanced Mountaneering Program 2nd of 4
M/E R - Advanced Mountaneering Program 3rd of 4
M/E R - Advanced Mountaneering Program 4th of 4
M/E Stoney Point Workshop/Checkoff			

Rock Practices and Checkouts

Robert Myers
Diane Dunbar
Robert Myers
Robert Myers
Diane Dunbar
Robert Myers
Robert Myers
Robert Myers
Dan Richter
Dan Richter
Dan Richter
Dan Richter
Ron Hudson

Various Dates M/E P Vertical Adventures 				
(This is not a Sierra Club activity, but can prepare candidates for rock checkoffs.)
http://www.verticaladventures.com/
Snow Practices and Checkouts
Jan 30		
Feb13		
		

M/E Local Baldy Snow Practice				
M/E Local Baldy Snow Practice				

Nile Sorenson
Nile Sorenson

Snow travel, avalanche, and related training - Kurt Wedberg’s Sierra Mountaineering
International (This is not a Sierra Club activity, but can prepare candidates for snow
checkoffs.) http://sierramountaineering.com

Environmental Awareness
Look at the Chapter’s Schedule of Activities for outings sponsored by the Natural Science Section, such as
the Hundred Peaks Section. Check also the LTC website. The LTC website has a calendar of events & info
about training not offered by the Sierra Club: http://angeles.sierraclub.org/ltc/
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The Sierra Peaks Section maintains a website at
http://angeles.sierraclub.org/sps.

C

ontact info for the leaders of these trips appears in the main Sierra Club Schedule or, if
signing up via our website, click on leaders name and a link will take you to leaders email
address. To apply as a participant on an outing, send a SASE (or email if requested), SC member number, experience resume, conditioning routine, home and work phone numbers, email
address (if applicable), rideshare information and, for restricted trips only, the medical information form. All outings designated MR or ER are restricted trips open only to Sierra Club
members with the appropriate rock or snow skills. Participants are required by the National
Sierra Club to complete the medical information form, available at http://sierraclub.org/outings/national/participantforms/forms medical. For all trips, standard or restricted, all
participants on Sierra Club outings are required to sign a standard liability waiver. If you
would like to read the Liability Waiver before you choose to participate on an outing, please
go to: http://sierraclub.org/outings/chapter/forms/, or contact the Outings Department at (415)
977-5528 for a printed version.

Aug 28-30 | Fri-Sun
SPS medical questionnaire are required. Send
MR: Gayley Peak (13,510’), Temple Crag email (preferred) or SASE with conditioning/
(12,999’)
experience to Ldr: Paul Garry. Asst:
Climb two fine peaks in the Palisades . Friday Greg Mason
hike in from Glacier Lodge to Third Lake on
trail (4.75 mi, 2,600’ gain). Saturday ascend Aug 28-31 | Fri-Mon
HPS/SPS
Contact Pass and traverse to Glacier Notch I: Clouds Rest (9526’) to Half Dome (8835’)
to climb Gayley via the Southwest Ridge Rerun of spectacular backpack last year: 17
“Yellow Brick Road” (5.5 mi rt and 3,400’ mi, 3600’ gain, 4800’ loss. Strenuous but
of gain). On the return, we will ascend the comfortably paced, unrushed 4 day backpack
southeast face of Temple Crag (0.6 mi rt from Tenaya Lake to Yosemite Valley. Must
and 1,100’ of gain) and then return to camp. be comfortable with steep exposed route
Sunday pack out to cars. These peaks require holding cables. Email leader with H&W
comfort on talus, scree, and third class terrain. phones, recent conditioning to Ldr: Diane
Sierra Club membership, helmet, waiver and Dunbar, Asst: Gary Bickel.
The Sierra Echo
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Aug 29 | Sat
SPS
ER: Mt. Humphreys (13,986’): Strenuous
17 mi, 5000’ gain dayhike via Piute Pass
for a fast, small, skilled group to climb cl
4 emblem pk. Restricted to SC members
on Mnteers List or equiv. Must complete
medical form. Send recent experience and
conditioning, carpool info, SC#, and e-mail
or 2 sases to Ldr: Tina Bowman. Co-ldrs:
Tom McDonnell, Tom Bowman.
Aug 29-31 | Sat-Mon
WTC, SPS
I: Four Gables (12,720’), Pilot Knob N
(12,245’) Saturday meet at North Lake
trailhead and pack in 8 miles and 2,500 feet
of gain over Piute Pass to camp at Desolation
Lake. Sunday climb via xc Four Gables 3
miles, 1,300 feet gain, Pilot Knob 5.5 miles
and 1,900 feet gain and return to Desolation
Lake basecamp 3 miles. Monday pack out
to trailhead. WTC or equivalent experience
required. Send e-mail with WTC info and
group, recent experience. to Ldr: Charles
Irving Co-Ldr: Daniel Kinzek
Sept 5-7 | Sat-Mon,
SPS, WTC
MR: East Vidette (12,356’), Enjoy Labor
Day weekend in Sequoia National Park
climbing a prominent landmark peak along
the John Muir and the Pacific Crest Trails.
Sat backpack from Onion Valley over
Kearsage Pass to camp (7 miles, 2,600’
gain, 2,200’ loss). Sunday climb 3rd class
ridge to summit (2.75 miles, 2,800’ gain).
Backpack out Monday with optional climb
of Mt Bago or Mt Gould. Restricted to Sierra
Club members with suitable 3rd class rock
experience. Helmet and completed medical
questionnaire required. Send email with
experience and conditioning, $5.00 permit
12

fee, Sierra Club number, day/evening
phone and rideshare info to: Ldr: Marlen
Mertz, Assistant: Asher Waxman
Sept 11-13 | Fri-Sun
SPS
I: Giant Sequoia Redux: Leisurely paced day
hikes to four easy, unlisted peaks in SequoiaKings Canyon NP with car camping in Giant
Sequoia Nat’l Mon. Part of an “old-timers”
series, the trip will emphasize renewing
acquaintances with longtime climbers and
welcoming newcomers. Extended happy
hours promised. Camp Fri and Sat nights
at USFS’s Stony Creek CG along Generals
Highway. Separate trail climbs Sat of Little
Baldy (8044’) and Big Baldy (8209’) with
total hiking 7.6 miles and 1300’ gain.
Separate trail climbs Sun to Buena Vista Pk
(7602’) and Park Ridge LO (7540’) with total
hiking 9 miles and 1100’ gain. Free time to
ascend Buck Rock LO (8502’) via its 172
steps. Send sase with H&W phones and email address to Asst Ldr: JERRY KEATING.
Ldr: GORDON MACLEOD. Asst Ldr:
BARBARA LILLEY.
Sep 11-13 | Fri-Sun
SPS
I: Marion Peak (12,719) Backpack over
Tabouse Pass (6400’ gain) to camp at Kings
river. Climb class 2 Marion on day 2, day
3 backpack out. Send SASE, $5 permit fee,
recent experience and conditioning, carpool
info and e-mail to Ldr: Larry Tidball.
Co-Ldr Barbee Tidball.
Sept. 19-27 | Sat–Sun
SPS
M: Evolution area peaks; McGee, Goddard,
Huxley, Black Giant, Charybdis, Scylla,
McDuffie, etc. Week long peak bagging in
the Evolution region. Approach may involve
The Sierra Echo

backpack over rough trailless pass. Climbs
include 3rd class. Send SASE with resume
w/ $5 permit fee to leaders: BARBEE &
LARRY TIDBALL

limited priority will be given to participants
who commit to all four workshops. Send or
e-mail SC#, resume, phones to Ldr: Dan
Richter. Asst: Pat McKusky

Sept 20 - Deadline for LTC Seminar
application

Oct 3 | Sat Leadership Training Seminar:
Become a qualified Sierra Club Leader.
Registrar: Steve Botan

Sep 27 | Sun
LTC, WTC, HPS, DPS, SPS
I: Grinnell Ridge Navigation: Navigation
noodle in San Bernardino National Forest for
either checkout or practice to satisfy Basic (I/
M) or Advanced (E) level navigation requirements. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader
rating, rideshare, to Ldr: Robert Myers.
Asst: Harry Freimanis

Oct 3 | Sat
LTC, WTC
M/E R: Belaying - 2nd of 4 climbing workshops. Today, at Stoney Point focus on belaying & principles of anchor building.
Based on Chapter 10 of the book: “Mountaineering Freedom of the Hills, 7th edition”. See trip write-up for Sep 30.

Sep 27-28 | Sat-Sun
SPS
MR: Mt. Winchell (13,775’): The Donut
Peak ! Sat backpack to Sam Mack Meadow
6.5 mi, 3500’ gain, Sun climb Winchell’s
East Arete via Thunderbolt Glacier 4 mi,
2500’ gain rt. Then return to camp and pack
out to cars. Trip restricted to Sierra Club
members with experience on exposed third
class rock at altitude. Helmets, ice axe, and
crampons required. Send SASE/ESASE with
experience, conditioning, climbing resume,
medical form, phone and carpool info to Ldr:
Gary Schenk. Asst: John Cheslick
Sep 30 | Wed
LTC, WTC
M/E R: First of 4 climbing workshops.
Today’s indoor evening workshop of 4
hours reviews ropes, knots, harnesses, helmets, and basic climbing gear in Pasadena.
Based on book: “Mountaineering Freedom
of the Hills, 7th edition”; today: Chapter 9.
Open to climbers who are SC members and
have some climbing experience. As space is
The Sierra Echo

Oct 10 | Sat
LTC, WTC, HPS
I: Mt Lowe (5603’) Beginning Navigation
Clinic: 4 mi, 500’ gain. Spend the day oneon-one with an instructor, learning/practicing
map and compass. Beginners to rusty old-timers welcome. Not a checkout, but it will help
you prepare. Many expert leaders will attend;
many I-rated leaders started here in the past.
Send sase, phones, $25 deposit (Sierra Club,
refunded at trailhead) to Ldr: Diane Dunbar. Co-Ldr: Richard Boardman
Oct 9-12 | Fri - Mon
SPS
M: Kern Pt. (12,730’), Picket Guard Pk.
(12,303’) Day 1 back pack over Shepherd
Pass 10 mi 6600’ gain. Day 2 descend to
Kern River and then climb Picket Guard.
Day 3 climb Kern Pt, and start backpack
out. Day 4 over Shepherd Pass and out.
Strenuous hike with well conditioned climbers, some 3rd class. Send SASE with resume w/ $5 permit fee to leaders: LARRY
& BARBEE TIDBALL
13

Oct 10 | Sat
LTC, WTC Oct 30 – Nov 1 | Fri-Sun LTC, Harwood
M/E R: Advanced Mountaineering Pro- Lodge, WTC
gram – Rappelling. 3rd of 4 climbing work- C: Wilderness First Aid Course: Runs
shops. Today, at Stoney Point in Chatsworth, from 8 am Fri to 5:30 pm Sun. Fee includes
focus is on rapelling. Based on Chapter 11 lodging, meals and practice first aid kit. Proof
of the book: “Mountaineering Freedom of of CPR within previous 4 years required to
the Hills, 7th edition”. See trip write-up for enroll. Fee $205 with SC#/$215 non-member
Sep 30.
(full refund through Sept 25). For application
contact Ldr: Steve Schuster
Oct 17-18 | Sat -Sun
LTC, WTC
M/E R: Advanced Mountaineering Pro- Nov 21 | Sat
LTC, SPS, DPS, WTC
gram – Rock Climbing Techniques and E/M: Stoney Point Rock Workshop/
Anchors - Last of 4 climbing workshops. Checkoff: This intermediate and advanced
This weekend completes the series of AMP workshop is based on the rock requirements
workshops, at Joshua Tree National Park for M and E leadership. Checkoffs for M and
and focuses on climbing and anchors. Based E rock must be pre-arranged. It is a restricted
on Chapters 12 & 13 of the book: “Moun- trip; to participate you must be a member of
taineering Freedom of the Hills, 7th edi- the Sierra Club and have suitable rock climbtion”. See trip write-up for Sep 30.
ing experience. Helmet and climbing gear
required. Email or send climbing resume,
Oct 18 | Sun LTC, WTC, HPS, DPS, SPS completed medical form (2 copies include
I: Indian Cove Navigation: Navigation noo- SC# on form), address and phone to ldr:
dle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy Ron Hudson. Co-ldr: Greg Mason
the Basic (I/M) level navigation requireLTC, WTC, HPS
ments. Send email/sase, contact info, navi- Dec 5 | Sat
gation experience/training, any WTC, lead- I: Mt Lowe (5603’) Beginning Navigation
er rating, rideshare, to Ldr: Robert Myers. Clinic: 4 mi, 500’ gain. Spend the day oneon-one with an instructor, learning/practicAsst: Phil Wheeler
ing map and compass. Beginners to rusty
Oct 25 | Sun
HPS old-timers welcome. Not a checkout, but it
I: San Guillermo Mountain (6602’): Join will help you prepare. Many expert leaders
us for Dan Richter’s list finish will attend; many I-rated leaders started here
on this lovely little peak in the Los Padres in the past. Send sase, phones, $25 deposit
NF. After a leisurely climb (2 miles round (Sierra Club, refunded at trailhead) to Ldr:
trip, 800’ gain), we will repair to the camp- Diane Dunbar. Co-Ldr: Richard
ground to feast and celebrate. Meet 9 AM Boardman
east of the gas pumps at Flying J truck stop,
Frazier Park exit from I-5 about half an hour Dec 13 | Sun LTC, WTC, HPS, DPS, SPS
north of Santa Clarita. Leader: DAN RICH- I: Warren Pt Navigation: Navigation nooTER Assistants: ASHER WAXMAN, TINA dle at Joshua Tree National Park for either
checkout or practice to satisfy the Basic (I/
BOWMAN, MARY McMANNES
14
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M) or Advanced (E) level navigation requirements. To participate, send email/sase,
contact info, navigation experience/training,
any WTC, leader rating, rideshare, to Ldr:
Robert Myers. Asst: Harry Freimanis
Jan 9 | Sat
LTC, WTC, HPS, DPS, SPS
I: Warren Pt (5103’): Practice navigation
for Sunday’s checkoff on this 6 mile rt,
1300’ gain hike in the pinyon pine and juniper region of western Joshua Tree National
Park. We will take a cross-country route to
Warren Pt and practice micro-navigation
skills along the way. Send email (preferred)
or sase, with contact info & recent conditioning to Ldr: Robert Myers. Co-Ldrs:
Adrienne Benedict, Ann Pedreschi Shields, Jane Simpson
Jan 10 | Sun LTC, WTC, HPS, DPS, SPS
I: Warren Pt Navigation: Navigation noodle at Joshua Tree NP for either checkout
or practice to satisfy the Basic (I/M) or Advanced (E) level navigation requirements.
To participate, send email/sase, contact info,
navigation experience/training, any WTC,
leader rating, rideshare, to Ldr: Robert
Myers. Asst: Harry Freimanis
Jan 23 - Deadline to sign up for Banquet.
See below:
Jan 30 | Sat		
SPS
Annual Banquet: Join your friends & make
plans for a new year of climbing in the Sierra. PAUL GARRY, accomplished international mountaineer and SPS member, will
give a presentation of his climb of Cho Oyu,
summiting in October of 2008. Coordinator, HENRY ARNEBOLD.
The Sierra Echo

Jan 30 | Sat
LTC, SPS, DPS, HPS
M/E: Local Baldy Snow Practice: Come
review snow climbing, rope travel, ice axe,
and snow anchors. Practice your skills or
brush up on new techniques. Especially for
aspiring M & E leader candidates. Restricted
to SC members with prior experience with
the ice axe. Lack of snow may cancel. Send
sase or email with SC#, climbing resume,
phone # to Ldr: NILE SORENSON. Co-ldr:
TINA BOWMAN
Feb 13 | Sat
LTC, SPS, DPS, HPS
M/E: Local Baldy Snow Practice: Come
review snow climbing, rope travel, ice axe,
and snow anchors. Practice your skills or
brush up on new techniques. Especially for
aspiring M & E leader candidates. Restricted
to SC members with prior experience with
the ice axe. Lack of snow may cancel. Send
sase or email with SC#, climbing resume,
phone # to Ldr: NILE SORENSON. Co-ldr:
DOUG MANTLE
Apr 17-18 | Sat-Sun LTC, WTC, HPS,
DPS, SPS
I: Indian Cove Navigation: Navigation
noodle at Joshua Tree National Park to satisfy the Basic (I/M) level navigation requirements. Sat for practice, skills refresher,
altimeter, homework, campfire. Sun checkout. Send email/sase, contact info, navigation experience/training, any WTC, leader
rating, rideshare, to Ldr: Robert Myers.
Asst: Harry Freimanis
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Mt. Dade Through the Hourglass

Weather Thwarts Abbot

M

id-June in the Eastern Sierra Nevada. Things
didn’t look hopeful for tomorrow. Light snow
showers had persisted all day and for all we knew,
would get heavier during the night. Our party of
eight (a Sierra Peaks Section outing led by Kathy
Rich and Alexander Smirnoff) was camped in the
Treasure Lakes area where good tent sites are hard
to come by.
Earlier in the day, we had set out in the early afternoon toward Mt. Abbot. But the snowfall slowed
our big group down considerably. We got to about
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12,000 feet, where we had a mini-lunch break as the
sky continued leaking white flakes and the clouds
blanketed any view. On the descent back to camp
there was lots of post-holing, often to thigh level.
We all had our turn practicing that familiar embarrassed look as you awkwardly try to liberate yourself
from the grip of the hole you’ve sunk into. No way
to make that self-extraction look graceful.
We had been on the go all day, packing in from the
Mosquito Flats trailhead, setting up camp in the
snow, preparing summit packs, and then making a
go at Abbot. The white stuff was still coming down
steadily upon return to camp. I was spent. It was
cold. I retreated to my tent, fired up my Jetboil in
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We moved fairly fast and got
to the bottom of the couloir in
less than an hour. There certainly would be no need for
crampons today. The snow
was fresh, soft and in too
many places, post-hole deep.
Those conditions make obviously for greater effort in
breaking trail than with hard
pack. The four of us took
turns leading and we worked
diligently for each of those
1,000 feet of ascent.

the vestibule and prepared a bowl of spicy mashed
potatoes with cheese topping. Even the food didn’t
rejuvenate me. I mustered enough effort to prepare
my pack for tomorrow and to find a place for my
bear canister upslope from the tent.
The wind gusted and the snowfall continued. I didn’t
relish the thought of having to get up in the middle
of the night to toss snow off the top of the tent. I put
my camera and a full water bottle inside my sleeping
bag and called it a day. Luckily, it stopped snowing
during the night.

A Come Hither Day

I

slept fairly well and 5 a.m. came fast. So hard
to get out of the bag and don boots and gaiters.
Harder still to get cold, stiff body through the tent
opening and out to meet the frigid morning. Turns
out that half our party was not ready for this ritual
(actually, one person had gone back to the trailhead
the previous evening because he had come for Abbot and we hadn’t gotten her). So only four of us
departed Camp Frigid toward the Hourglass Couloir.
The mountain gods had arranged for the weather to
clear and we would even get some sun.
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At last we reached the cirque
at the top of the couloir. Altimeters read 12, 800’ or
thereabouts. We hung a big
right and started up the ridge
leading to the summit. This
was mixed terrain; lots of slippery, wet rock and
deep wells next to large boulders to entrap a careless
leg. We encountered a sole 20 foot section where we
got some very hard snow below the surface fluff and
made us consider strapping on crampons. But the
leader at that point managed to kick adequate steps
for everyone to follow comfortably without additional aid.
The ridge gets you to a point where it appears the
summit is right in front of you, but in fact isn’t. We
went left around this “false” summit and continued
up until we reached the high point on the ridge. The
views from the summit were your standard magnificent Eastern Sierra panorama. The main attraction
was the eye-candy that is Bear Creek Spire. She always looks “hot,” beautiful shape and all.
After a few minutes on top, including leafing through
and signing the register, we hurried back down the
ridge in anticipation of an exhilarating glissade down
the couloir. Everyone got their slippery pants on and
away we went. It was as much fun as we expected.
An hour and a half to get up the couloir and just a
few minutes to get back down. Where is the balance
in mountaineering?
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Alas, Back to the Blackberry and Twitter

W

e were back to camp just after noon time and
regaled the three that had stayed back with
tales of daring and adventure. Then the mundane
world reappeared and we had to undertake the tedious task of breaking camp. My pack felt heavier
on the way out than coming in and the 4 or 5 miles
back to the trailhead seemed endless. But within an
hour of reaching the cars, we had all converged on
a pizza joint in Bishop to gorge on fat calories and
watch part of the Laker game. Life is good.

A couple of days away from Blackberry vigilance and Twitter restoreth the soul.

Hourglass Couloir seen
from near camp

View from Mt. Dade’s summit
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Introduction by Ron Hudson

F

or nine years now, Bob Burd has organized the
Sierra Challenge, which is ten days in a row of
dayhikes of challenging peaks in the Sierra Nevada.
I have participated in a few of them; but by no means
every peak of the event, as only a few of the fittest
and most motivated are able to do this.
The challenge for me is to do some of the peaks at
least, and to attempt to keep up with the lead group.
It is a motivation to keep in top shape beforehand
and to hike enough to improve one’s fitness. It is
fun to get together with the others, however tired we
may be afterward, and chat about our adventures.
Bob also includes in the Challenge a few peaks that
most SPSers have not heard of, such as Wahoo and
Two Eagle Peaks.
This year’s Challenge hikes ranged from 16 miles,
4,900’ of gain to a daunting climb of Marion Peak-30 miles and 11,600’ gain (but Bob, superbly fit, was
successful in 16 hours). Bob organizes the event to
a T, putting in many hours on maps, descriptions,
and selection of the included peaks. I have seen him
back at the motel in the evening after his hike with
a finished report for that day and photos that he and
others took, all downloaded to his website.
Bob also records everybody’s success and time on a
spreadsheet for all to view (see the website at: http://
www.snwburd.com/bob/challenge/2009/index.html
). There are ‘awards’ too, such as the Yellow, Polkadot, Green and White Jerseys. A Wall Street Journal article was written on Bob Burd and the 2005
Challenge:
http://www.snwburd.com/bob/challenge/2005/wsj.htm. Other Challenge discussions
appear in a thread on SummitPost.org: http://www.
summitpost.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=45012 .
Bob told me he has climbed more than 1200 peaks,
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Ron Hudson, first atop West Vidette during the
2007 Sierra Challenge
not just in the Sierra. It is his belief that with
enough effort, any peak in California could be dayhiked. Bob’s “Sierra Travels” website has detailed
trip reports for all his climbs: http://www.snwburd.
com/bob/. He also has an active Yahoo! group, the
“Sierra Scrambles” that anyone can participate in:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sierrascrambles/.
Bob is close to finishing the SPS list (8 remaining as
of this writing), all as dayhikes. His hiking partner,
Matthew Holliman, finished dayhiking the SPS List
on August 7, 2009, on The Hermit. A first and an
amazing achievement. Hats off to Matthew! Bob
has graciously written the following article for the
Echo since a few of us, including myself, Kathy Rich
and Dan Richter, felt that it would be of great interest to the membership. It is about Matthew, Bob’s
quest and the history of the Sierra Challenge.
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by Bob Burd

S

ometime around 1994 at the ripe age of 34, I discovered RJ Secor’s bible on Sierra peakbagging,
and like many enthusiasts before me I became interested, eager, and eventually obsessed with the seemingly limitless opportunities presented by the Range of
Light. The discovery of the SPS list further strengthened my resolve and I methodically went about seeking out peaks from the list, at first looking for class 12, then class 3, eventually taking rock climbing classes
with Yosemite Mountaineering School to allow me
to reach some of the more technical summits. With
friends in the summer of 2000 I visited Mt. Clark, the
Palisades, and Mt. Clarence King carrying backpacks
loaded with overnight and climbing gear. I found the
climbing and the summits superb, but the hikes in and
out with 60lb packs a painful chore. There had to be
another way.
In Dec of 2000 I did a 30mi, 8,000-foot gain dayhike
to Ventana Double Cone in the Santa Lucia Range, a
hike I was told beforehand couldn’t be done in a day.
It was after this that I turned my attention to long dayhikes in the Sierra and conceived the idea of the Sierra
Challenge. I’d read of long efforts to climb the CA
and CO fourteeners by the likes of Hans Florine and
Ted Keizer, but having sleep deprivation as part of the
equation just didn’t appeal to me. I picked the easiest
SPS Emblem peaks to be climbed one each day, for
ten consecutive days. I got a dozen folks to join me
that first year, though most of those were interested in
the second to last day’s visit to Mt. Whitney. For the
most part there were just two of us on the other days,
and for most of those I was the only one to summit. I
managed to summit 9 of the 10 peaks and declared it a
success despite the low turnout.
In subsequent years the list of participants grew. The list
of “Challenge Peaks” as they became called, changed
each year, generally taken from the SPS list, but others
as well, always peaks I had never summited. From the
beginning the Challenge was a thinly disguised excuse
to allow me to dayhike the SPS list. A dayhike was initially defined as not being on the trail at midnight, but
later more loosely defined as 24hrs or less.
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Bob Burd on the summit of Apeture Pk during
Sierra Challenge, August, 2007
In 2003 I first heard of Matthew online when I found
that he had duplicated my long outing to Ventana Double Cone. Here was a guy 11yrs my junior who liked a
little suffering with his hikes, I thought. We met in the
Spring of 2003 and did a few long hikes together, and
then Matthew participated in 8/10 days of the Sierra
Challenge that summer. It was a brief courtship before
we became regular climbing partners. I talked with
him about my vision of dayhiking any peak in CA,
using the SPS to prove out the possibility, and he soon
found himself swooped into the vortex. At the time
of our meeting I had 82 SPS peaks to his small handful, and had considerably more experience. Having a
family and career, I never really expected to be able to
finish the SPS list, but I was happy to have someone
to carry out this important mission and I encouraged
him profusely.

M

atthew met veteran Doug Mantle on Round
Top in the Fall of 2002. At the time, Doug was
working on setting the record for the most SPS peaks
climbed in a year. Having done 88 at that time, Doug
had hoped to do 100 before the year was out. Matthew
decided to pursue this record in 2004 in a determined
fashion. With no family and a flexible school/work
schedule, Matthew was out every weekend the entire
year. He pursued peaks in the Tahoe region in winter
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by snowshoe, then moved to the Southern Sierra in
early Spring. All of the summer and much of the Fall
was spent in the High Sierra, relentlessly ticking off
one peak after another. By the end of the year he had
summited some 120 SPS peaks, 101 of which he had
never summited before. I joined Matthew as often as
I could, but by the end of the year he had already
caught up to me in the total number of SPS peaks
climbed. Having run out
of SPS peaks to pursue
when the first snows
hit, Matthew turned to
the DPS list and drove
out to Death Valley and
Mojave on the weekends to pursue more opportunities. A year later
he would have me joining him in this pursuit as
well.

dayhike the whole list, but Matthew was going to be the
one to do it. A few years earlier he was slower on both
trail and cross-country than myself, but by now his pace
on trail would easily outdistance me and I would have
to wait for the cross-country talus and boulder fields to
catch up. A few years later and I could no longer keep up
with him even on the cross-country.

T

here were a few peaks
that caused us some
trepidation beforehand,
and these we gave more
preparation and treated
more cautiously. In 2006,
along with fellow climber Rick Kent, we made
the first dayhike of Black
Kaweah via an involved
route out of Mineral
King over first Glacier,
then Hands and Knees
Pass, down through little
Much effort was spent
Lakes Valley and into the
before a long hike in
Big Arroyo. We would
determining the optimal
follow this route in subroute. It was not always
sequent years to reach
obvious from reading
Mt. Kaweah and then
trip reports what the best
Red Kaweah, by which
way to dayhike a peak
time we found we could
was. TOPO! software
reach the Big Arroyo
became
indispensible
in only five hours. One
to both of us in plotting
of the last of the “dancourses for distance and
gerous” peaks we tackelevation gain. Startled was Devils Crags.
ing times were chosen
In 2007 Jeff Dhungana
to allow long trail apjoined Matthew and I on
proaches by headlamp
and maximum daylight Ron Hudson climbing summit block on Two Eagle Peak this effort out of South
Lake via Bishop Pass.
for cross-country porduring Sierra Challenge, August 2009 (L to R)
35mi, nearly 10,000ft of
tions. Over the years we
David Alexander, Karl Fieberling, Adam Jantz
gain and some old school
have become very good
class 4 had us wary of
at estimating the time a
hike will take before we actually do it, but of course our chances. Excellent weather made our journey over
sometimes we are surprised and find conditions hard- Bishop Pass, down to the Middle Fork of the Kings
River, and the hike up to Rambaud Pass enjoyable. A
er than we’d imagined.
short rope was used on one section of the traverse above
2005 found Matthew pursuing deeper peaks to the Rambaud Pass, but for the most part we found it a highly
more remote areas of the range. Perhaps the most im- enjoyable scramble. The hike back out of LeConte Canpressive of the season was a 23hr solo outing to Fin- yon was difficult but managed, and we were elated with
ger and Tunemah Peaks, two of the hardest on the list. our success after nearly 18hrs of effort.
Suddenly it seemed that not only was it possible to
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Bob Burd (above) & Matthew Holliman (below) near
crux on Devils Crags, August 2007

An early retirement gave me more time in the mountains and helped me make steady progress in catching
up to Matthew in 2007 and 2008. By the end of the year
I had only 21 peaks left to climb to Matthew’s remaining five. I had whittled this to 16 by the time the 2009
Challenge started in August, but by then Matthew was
down to a single remaining peak. Matthew’s list finish
was The Hermit, which he climbed with three others on
the first day of the 2009 Challenge (Aug 7th), culminating six years of steadfast devotion to the quest.

O

T

he most difficult SPS peak
to dayhike is undoubtedly
Picket Guard deep in the center
of Sequoia NP. Matthew first attempted this mid-August of 2007
via Kaweah Gap and Pants Pass
out of Crescent Meadow. Having
crossed Pants Pass and making
his way too slowly over rough
terrain, Matthew turned around
after 11hrs of effort fearing he’d
never make the 24hr time limit.
His successful second effort was
via Whitney Portal over Trail
Crest, a demanding 52 miles with
17,000ft of gain, thankfully mostly on trail. A slice of pizza every
1,000ft of the 5,000-foot climb
back out of the Kern drainage
helped get him back to Trail Crest
and eventually Whitney Portal - in
23.5hrs.
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ver those years we have gathered a band of likeminded climbers who have joined us on these long
journeys in the Sierra and many other ranges as well.
Matthew and I have enjoyed meeting up with a number
of SC veterans including Ron Hudson, Doug Mantle,
Tina Bowman, Patty Rambert, Elena Sherman, Scott
Sullivan, Kathy Rich, and others. We’d like to thank
the entire club for their guide books and informative
trip reports without which this endeavor could not have
been possible. Over nine years the Sierra Challenge has
had more than 150 individuals participating, ranging
from 16 to 64yrs in age. This mixing of the generations
is one of the more cherished aspects of the Challenge. It
has proved an excellent venue to introduce the SPS list
to a new generation of climbers who are likely to keep
the flame alive for years to come.

L-R: Tom Becht, Matthew Holliman & Glenn Gookin celebrating on
The Hermit, August 7th 2009; photo by Tom Becht
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TRIP

REPORT

Kathy Rich and Ron Hudson, leaders

A group of 7 of us met at the parking lot near Tuolomne Lodge on Friday
morning: Mary Jo Dungfelder, Gary Schenk, Keith Christensen, Matt
Hengst, David Sha, and leaders Kathy Rich and Ron Hudson.

W

e started hiking at 9am and proceeded about
12 miles on the John Muir Trail up Lyell Fork
to where it veers left at a lake below Donohue Pass.
It was a beautiful morning and the meadows were
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green and lush. There were a few wet areas by side
streams in Lyell Canyon but no problems traversing them. One lake outlet necessitated our removing
shoes and wading in the ice-cold water.
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W

e passed at least 50 PCT through-hikers whom
had hiked 900 miles since the Mexico border.
You could pick them out by the way they looked
with light packs and lean bodies. Mary Jo and Gary
were delighted to recognize a number of them that
they had met while hiking the first 100 miles of the
PCT after the kickoff in San Diego County in late
April. We left the JMT at about 10,500’ and proceeded south up the drainage to camp at 10,800’,
arriving at about 6pm. At 6am the next morning we
left for a day of climbing adventure. We didn’t know
just which route we would do because snow conditions affect considerably the routes on the north
side. But we were all prepared with helmet, ice axe,

crampons; and a rope, slings, and carabiners.
Our route was rock and meadows at first, then solid snow up to the Lyell-Maclure col. Much snow remained on the north sides; it had dumped in a storm
about a month before. The snow conditions were
good, no big suncups and an inch of softer snow on
a harder surface. First on the agenda was Mt Lyell—an emblem peak. We angled toward steps in
the snow of a steep, mostly snow route. However
the steps were old, rounded and icy. The rock had
an imposing cliff band part way up. Otherwise it
mostly looked 3rd class. The safer route appeared
to be the rock route that goes up the north side of
the arete from the notch, and
then through the cliffs. As
we got closer to the rock,
there appeared to be some
zig-zagging ledges among
the cliffs.
We got on the rock from the
snow and shortly encountered a step 15-20 feet high,
class 3-4 rock. Ron climbed
it, found a good spot for
an anchor and belay, and
belayed each of the others
up. Above that it was class
2 and 3 with some exposed
sections. Kathy led much of
that. One of the group left
his largish pack at the bottom to facilitate climbing.
There was an additional
snow area where we used
our ice axes, and more class
3 rock, but we all summited at 11AM. Instead of the
rock, the snow where the old
steps were east of the rock
rib from the col appeared
to be a more direct and safe
way down if the snow had
softened enough. There was
a good runout. Ron went
down the rock and checked
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out the snow by stepping on it. Sure enough,
it was softer and appeared safe. He enlarged
the steps in the firm snow, as did the others
in turn. We mostly backed down the steep
slope, protected by frequent secure ice axe
placement.
Back at the col, we started up Maclure. We
went up a few hundred feet of snow with
our ice axes and then got onto the 3rd class
rock. It was a matter of finding the best
route among the blocks, steps, and ledges.
A few ducks previously placed were useful
in spots. Some exposed but easy third class
shelves were encountered. All summited at
about 3pm. Then we carefully came back
down the class 3 rock. The
rest of the way downhill was
all on snow; we had fun glissading parts of it. Some suncups slowed things a bit, but we
got back to camp at 5:30pm.

We hiked back down Lyell Canyon to the
cars the next morning. An enjoyable trip!
For more photos of the trip see: http://s122.
photobucket.com/albums/o251/rvisit/LyellMaclure/

On summit of Mt Lyell – left to right - Mary Jo, Ron, Matt,
Keith, Kathy, Dave, Gary
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Brett near top of the Leaning
Column pitch

by Bill Oliver

Sorry - the elevators aren’t running today, and not
tomorrow either!

I

n far NE Wyoming, Devils Tower, not counting various Native American legends, was first climbed in 1893 by, get this, local ranchers
Ripley and Rogers as part of a big 4th of July celebration. . .
Vaguely similar to the aided first ascent of Half
Dome in Yosemite in 1875, these enterprising and
daring dudes fashioned a “ladder” by driving twofoot wooden stakes into one very long crack up a
column. The ladder was last climbed in 1927, and
only fragments high up can be seen today.
The prize for the pioneering free ascent of the tower
fell to the legendary Fritz Wiessner in 1937, placing
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a single piton. The following year Jack Durrance
put up his adjacent route. Then Jack was unexpectedly summoned from New England by the park
rangers in October 1941 – to rescue a renowned parachutist who had landed on top of the tower, but not
his 1,000’ rope! Durrance pulled it off, in spite of
wet and icy conditions, after the lonesome dude had
spent six days topside (with food drops). The most
widely known landing, of course, occurred in 1977,
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as documented in “Close Encounters of the Third
Kind.” Lots of people seeing it were convinced that
Hollywood had invented the improbable “Devils
Tower” for the film. And then there are those few
tourists who still ask if there’s any evidence remaining of the landing! Great history of DT here:
http://www.nps.gov/archive/deto/first50.htm

T

he Durrance is climbed far more than any other
route not only because it’s among the lowest
rated, but especially due to its inclusion in Roper
and Steck’s “Fifty Classic Climbs of North America,” 1979. [Of the fifty, I had long ago climbed
(and later led) the East Face of Mt Whitney. In 2006
my climbing partner Brett and I climbed the Upper
Exum on the Grand Teton, though not the much longer Exum Direct.] Good Durrance Route beta here:
http://lamountaineers.org/NAC/browserf/climbs/
devtdur/beta.htm
Brett and I were primed to climb the classic Durrance Route on Devils Tower last summer. Then the
raptors uncommonly, and unkindly, decided to nest
on the south face, thus shutting it down for a couple
of months. Then our Oct 10th date was cancelled
the day before we would have departed home due to
early snowfall. So, we eventually settled on midMay of the new year.
From the get-go we planned to use a guide, a first
for both of us. The Durrance is nominally one of
the “easiest” of over 200 routes on the tower, but at
5.7 and with some long off-width cracks, neither of
us felt competent to lead it. [Sure, $205 each isn’t
cheap but at least you don’t have to sweat what pro
to carry or wonder if you’re still on route.] Most of
our practice climbs last summer in Boulder Cyn, Eldorado Cyn and Lumpy Ridge in RMNP were face
climbs, as it’s not so easy to find many low-level
crack climbs in Colorado. [I had done a lot of crack
climbing in Joshua Tree, about 15 years ago.]
It was touch-and-go as to whether the south face
would actually open on its regular May 15th start
date. Finally, the day before our departure the
ranger called to say we were good-to-go, having so
far spotted no falcon nesting activity there. Brett
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and I drove up from Boulder, about 7.5 hours and
400 miles. It had been a somewhat rainy day at the
tower, though clearing up when we arrived in late
afternoon.
I called our guide, Andy Petefish [TowerGuides.
com], and he stunned us with the news that two other guys needed to join us, as they had been rained
out that day. Good grief – five on rope! Won’t that
take forever, I’m thinking. And it certainly didn’t
help matters when he added that they were from Arkansas – one of those flat states along the Mississippi. So be it. It did help when we later ran into
the climbing ranger, who said that Andy was a great
guide (he has guided for him some) and that he was
allowed to have up to four clients on a rope.

W

e all converged at 0600 Saturday in the Visitor Center parking lot. Ben and Jason “acted
normal” enough, and Brett and I tried to act normal/fearless too. But I was just relieved and grateful
at not having to carry one of our two heavy ropes.
[Hey, these three guys are all in about their midthirties, while I’m visiting my mid-sixties.] Andy
has been guiding at DT way longer than anyone,
and he has put up the only 5.13 route. He’s reasonably easy-going, as long as you don’t cross him. We
would discover it’s reasonably easy to cross him!
He always wanted us to “stay focused.” Hey, we
know how to focus and banter at the same time – so
get over it. It all worked out well, and Andy’s a very
safe and competent guide.
Be sure to check out my photo gallery of our climb
(includes some video):
http://gnarlybill.smugmug.com/gallery/8250941_
WdaF8#543370387_kspXz
As planned, we would be first on the route, even
as we waited about an hour below the first pitch so
that our part of the world could warm up a bit. Fortunately for us, the Durrance route gets lots of sun.
[Not so fortunate, though, if you’re climbing midsummer with 100+ degrees] With temps later in the
mid-to-high 60s, we had excellent weather with no
storm tones.
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We were a quick study for Andy: Ben was assigned
to second him and clean the pro, followed by Brett,
then me (the weakest), with Jason at sweep. A key
timesaving technique would have Andy belaying
two of us at once on separate ropes – one climber
below the other. The first pitch, the Leaning Column, is 80’ & 5.6. It was a good test piece for openers. The crux pitch follows – the Durrance Crack:

72’ & 5.7. One stems between a narrow vertical
crack on the left and an off-width crack on the right
– eventually having to commit to the right to exit (or
grow very long legs). [Off-width means the crack
is too large for good hand/foot jams, but too small,
say, for chimneying – in other words, it sucks big
time.] One could well imagine that the tower, rising
1200’ above the Belle Fourche River, is tottering on

Photos L-R: Pulling out the helmets now, & we’ll all rope up together for the steep 3rd-4th class approach
to the actual start of the climb; Jason eager to head on; Ben hanging loose; Brett’s great shot of Bill with
DT shadowed below him; Photo lower right same caption as upper left
collapse, like stacked dominoes, with the long narrow columns irregularly peeling off. Well, Devils
Tower is actually pretty much unchanged through
human history, and the secure hard rock is a climber’s delight.
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M

an, I was having a great time – except for the
hard pitches. I’m more used to rock climbing
with my legs than my arms, and lately much more
on face than crack. Jason at the bottom definitely
helped out Brett and me in spotting good foot/hand
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placements. As the route had just opened the day no-brainer for me, but I trust Ben and Jason took the
before with wet weather, we were likely the first high road.
team on the Durrance in quite awhile. Andy encouraged us to pull out the patches of new grass Noon and the first six pitches were now history – is
that way cool or what! Algrowing in the cracks,
though we still had plenty
as stepping on them can
For this most amazing day
of fairly exposed ground
definitely “un-stick” your
I thank you, Lord.
to cover, we knew the
shoes. Worse yet is stepFor the leaping greenly spirts of trees
rest of the climb would
ping into a dark off-width
And
a
blue
true
dream
of
sky
be a “walk in the park,”
crack and smearing your
And
for
everything
or more accurately a walk
sole with pigeon crap.
through “The Meadows”
Which is natural
followed by two steep 4th
The next three pitches
Which is infinite
class chutes. At last, we
[Cussin’ Crack: 30’ & 5.5;
Which is YES!
all maxed out (5112’) at
Flake Crack: 40’ & 5.5;
by
E.E.
Cummings
about 12:45 pm. The top,
and Chockstone Crack:
about the size of a football
40’ & 5.4] were fairly
short – thankfully, as my upper body strength was field, seemed smaller than expected, and it was also
ebbing. A couple of times I came upon an old piton quite rounded rather than flat. Grand views extended
that called me by name. I had no qualms in using it in all directions, and it’s easy to see why our lofty aerie has been described as
for a handhold or in hitchan “island in the sky.”
ing it with a sling. Watching from his belay stance,
e departed our reat one point Andy shouted
mote island after
down, “If you’re going to
about a half-hour and soon
cheat, you might as well use
began the first of four long
a biner.” I suppose I could
rapps. Andy tied off an 85
have said something about
m (280’) rope so that, exhis mother, but I simply
cept for the last guy, two
took it as friendly advice
could rapp at the same
and clipped in – besides,
time – one on each side
it’s generally not a good
(140’). This technique
idea to mess with your betoo saved a lot of time.
layer. Two or three times I
Ok,
time
to
hang-out
for
about
an
hour
and
let
The anchor stances were
came off and simply rested
the
sun
start
warming
our
part
of
the
world.
a little tight for five, and
on suspension.
Our campground is down there, almost surone was very tight, but
rounded
by
the
meandering
river
manageable. The walkThe 5th pitch (Chockstone
off point was reached
Crack), having the lowest
rating at 5.4, should have been the easiest, but by about 3:20 - and before long we were savoring killer
now it was my hardest as I struggled for traction brownies and frosty brews back near the cars.
and adequate holds … until Andy unexpectedly provided serious “tension” and I made it past my crux. It became evident early-on that Jason and Ben were
“YES!” The short 15’ Jump Traverse was definitely great additions to our team, and they contributed
an awkward move, as one has to turn a sharp corner so much to our overall enjoyment. Whether in the
over big air. Surprisingly, it’s rated 5.6 even if you Ozarks of Arkansas or the Rockies of Colorado, we
aid with a piton - and 5.8 if you don’t. That was a hope to combine more adventures together.

W
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articles, etc., can be submitted in electronic format such as
MS Word, WordPerfect, email (electronic format is preferable), or through regular U.S. mail. Photos may be submitted as electronic files (jpeg, tiff or Photoshop in a resolution
high enough for print media) or submitted as prints or slides.
If submissions are to be returned to you please include a
return envelope with sufficient postage. All submissions
should be sent to Sara Danta, 9741 Reseda Blvd, Unit
46, Northridge, CA 91324 or emailed to s_wyrens@yahoo.com.

Deadline for all submissions is three (3) weeks
prior to the publication date.
The Sierra Echo is the property of the Sierra Peaks Section
of the Sierra Club, Angeles Chapter. All rights reserved. The
Sierra Peaks Secton maintains a website at http://angeles.
sierraclub.org/sps.
Subscriptions $10 per year, due by April 30. Subscribing to
the Echo is a requirement for active membership in the SPS.
Sustaining membership is $25 per year and includes first
class postage for members receiving hard copy Echos. Submit new subscription applications and renewals to the Section Treasurer Henry Arnebold, 2459 Escalante, La Verne,
CA 91750; include your Sierra Club number. New applications received after Oct 1 are credited to the following

Sierra Club, Angeles Chapter
Sierra Peaks Section
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year. Only one ECHO subscription is necessary for multiple
members of a family residing at one address. Contributions
or gifts to the Sierra Club or SPS are not tax deductible.
Advertising Private activity announcements and advertisements are accepted at the following rates: Private trip announcements / $1 for the first 4 lines and $1 each additional
line. Other announcements and product/service advertisements / $1 per line or $25 for half page space. Send copy
and check to the Echo Editor, payable to SPS.
Address Changes Send to the Henry Arnebald; email harnebold@gmail The Echo is mailed via 3rd class mail to all
regular subscribers and will not be forwarded by the post
office.
Peaks List Copies of the SPS Peaks List can be obtained
by sending $1 and a SASE to the section Treasurer Henry
Arnebold, 2459 Escalante, La Verne, CA 91750.
Missing Issues Inquires regarding missing issues should be
directed to the section Mailer Beth Epstein 4048 E. Massachusetts St., Long Beach, CA 90814.
Awards Send notification to Secretary Doug Ovens, address above. Awards merchandise is available through Patty
Kline, 20362 Callon Dr., Topanga Canyon, CA 90290 and
include Emblem pins ($15) and SPS section patches ($2).
Make checks payable to SPS. All prices include sales tax.
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